
Leaping Wolf Ceremony 

Pre-Leaping UP ceremony: When the TW scout is ready to Leap Up, Akela and the Pathfinder 

Leader will meet with the scout and discuss this ceremony. The Silver and/or Gold Leaping Wolf 

badge is not worn on the TW uniform at the ceremony. The badge will be pre-affixed (sewn or 

pined) to the uniform, along with the Pathfinder investiture patch sewn on as well, and a group 

necker.  

Immediately before the ceremony: the scout will dawn their new Pathfinder uniform, then put 

on their Timberwolf uniform over it. Their beret or campaign hat, and stave will be staged for 

them under a blanket covering. 

The ceremony: The pack will be at the council circle. One half will be the Pathfinders in 

horseshoe formation, the other half will be the Timberwolf pack in horseshoe formation; both 

groups facing inward, towards each other, with the blanket in the middle. Akela will 

announce… 

“There comes a time in a young timberwolf’s life, when they have learned all the 
laws of the jungle and have proven their skill in finding their way. The time has 
come to take what they have learned and begin their journey of exploration, 
self-development and service to others to make this world a better place…Patrol 
Master, will you accept this leaping wolf into your patrol? [Answer: YES we will.]” 

“Leaping Wolf, are you ready to make your leap? [Answer: YES Akela] Enter your 
lair for the final time before you make your leap.”  

Leaping Wolf Scout will enter and hide under the blanket (lair) in the middle of the council 

circle, two leaders can use a stave or two staves to hold the blanket, or lair up. While the 

Leaping scout is inside the “lair,” they are changing into the Pathfinder uniform. 

“This Leaping wolf has been a member of our pack. We have hunted and played 
together. We have gazed under the moon and stars together. We have shared 
our kill together. We be of one blood ye and us, and we will miss the. 
Leap…Leap…Leap! – the wolf pack howls. Wood water wind and tree, wisdom 
strength and courtesy, jungle favor go with the, good-bye and good hunting!” 

Leaping Wolf Scout leaps from their Lair (blanket) when they hear “Leap…leap…leap!” and 

appears wearing a full Pathfinder uniform. The new Pathfinder will turn around and collect their 

stave and hat before approaching their new Pathfinder Patrol Leader, and they are welcomed.  

The Troop will then dismiss to a private place to conduct the new scout’s Pathfinder Investiture.  


